Prison and Prisoners’ Struggles - Introduction
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The pieces that follow document a problem that has always interested me: that concerning prisoners’ struggles.
I know very well that there are many divergent ideas among revolutionaries on this subject and I also know that anarchists have often ended up accepting untenable positions as far as I am concerned. On finding oneself in prison it is
easy to adopt the net and clear position of not being available for any struggle at all unless it has the radical characteristic of total destruction. I also agree that the best possible solution—and basically the only practicable one—concerning
prison is its complete destruction. But I do not agree in seeing any form of struggle that might come from the prison,
by the men and women imprisoned therein, simply as ”something that happens by concession of the direction”.
Let us start to demystify this aspect.
Looking at things dispassionately, there can be no doubt that any struggle whatsoever, including those that do not only
aim to reach an objective but come about in an ”intermediate” way to later develop to their radical consequences, is
done ”with permission of the counterpart”. If the latter were to stifle every manifestation of dissent from the moment
it arose no struggles would come to light at all, the balance of power, the capacity to intervene, being decidedly on the
side of the repression.
But why does this not happen? Because in the social field the balance of power is not just a question of simply counting
the bocche di fuoco. It goes beyond that, facing the infinite disparities that weave the canvass of social contrasts and
develops them to the possible consequences of total confrontation, sometimes only desired, even dreamed, but not for
this to be excluded a priori. Usually, by ”political” we revolutionaries—screwing up our faces to ward off the evil—
mean this weighing up of the pros and cons that the repression goes through before deciding to intervene. The same
thing happens in prison.
The administration is not always capable of facing a movement of dissent, it cannot always have immediate recourse
without delay, as it would like to in most cases, to the interventions of public safety that characterise it and for which
it is doted with men, means and mentality. Not always, because the problem is more articulate, and this articulation
becomes a field in which dissent itself can grow, strengthen, form nuclei of the possible awakening of consciousness,
aggregate in minimal structures, that are multiple and informal, take form at a territorial level, establish contacts with
other prisons, widen the protest that is pauperised to a maximum by lack of freedom, but never completely extinguished, making its painful and often extenuated voice heard.
When I was arrested in October 1972 I logically made many amicable contacts in the prison of Catania. These were hard
times. The prison structures and methods of custody were still archaic and very repressive. Deep body inspections
were frequent, straight-jackets, isolation for the tiniest infraction of the rules (I was punished with 15 days’ isolation
for refusing to work). The intervention of the punitive squad for even the most trivial questions, also between prisoners, daily beatings and not even minimal levels of survival in the cells (you couldn’t cook anything, didn’t have a
camping gas burner, or a chair, a table, or a television set, etc.). We organised a protest against abuses concerning the
consignment, by the guards, of the few items of extras one was allowed to buy. Usually something went missing: a
packet of cigarettes, a bottle of orange juice, a roll of toilet paper, a solid gas tablet. For three days we abstained from
ordering anything. A masochistic action, but an important one because it indicated in some aspects a new road, it tried
to point out where the problem lay, even though due to the prevailing conditions in the prison it could not be said
directly. Even I, who was in prison for subversive activity (a few articles published in the paper Sinistra Libertaria),
could not say things clearly because most of the prisoners would not have accepted the smallest step forward. I also
had to move with extreme prudence. The small result of blocking these daily losses was obtained.
A few months after my release, when the prisoners’ protest broke out much more widely and ferociously and they
nearly all went up on to the roof and started dismantling the roofing, throwing the material into the street below, the
carabinieri came to take me from my home saying that some prisoners had asked to speak to me before putting an
end to the revolt. They took me into the prison where I was searched and taken to the rotunda, then left alone. A
few minutes later the huge door of the right wing (the only one still operable at that moment) was opened by the
prisoners and I went in to talk with them. Their demands were to have decent food (following a number of cases of
food poisoning), to be able to buy a wider range of things and not be fleeced by the company that managed the sale of
products inside the prison and, lastly, not to suffer personal repercussions (beatings, transfers).
My reply was that they could have spoken directly with the procurator of the republic who was in the prison at that
moment, or with the director, who was also there. But none of them trusted that mob. I answered that my presence
certainly didn’t increase this trust, that they were still cops and so they couldn’t be trusted. They answered that anyway the best had been done (destruction of the prison) and for the rest I could only engage myself to follow up the
eventual very serious measures, in particular transfers to unknown destinations.
The conclusion of that first experience of mine was that I spoke with the procurator of the republic and the prison
director, they guaranteed what as perfect cops they had to guarantee and later, with death in my heart, I saw the cara2

binieri enter the prison. It goes without saying that there were terrible beatings and transfers. Along with some other
comrades I tried to do something about the first and the second. The affair was denounced at local level, in posters
and leaflets, meetings were held, we had recourse to the help of dozens of lawyers to limit the damage of the worst
transfers, and I learned my lesson, even within the limits of the delegate that the prisoners had naively given me and
that I certainly couldn’t have refused without betraying their trust, that they had done the best part of the job.
When I found myself in the same situation years later in the prison of Bergamo where I was held for almost two years,
i.e. I was chosen to be prisoners’ representative during the strike that was being organised, again I did not try to get
out of it. Three months of articulated struggle came out of what began with six days’ hunger strike, and ended at the
end of 1990 with the concession of the amnesty, one of the demands of that struggle.
Many will see a contradiction here in that I wrote the book ’And we will always be ready to storm the heavens again’,
where I spoke radically against amnesty. But this contradiction is only apparent, and can easily be clarified. The situation in which I find myself struggling along with my comrades to obtain an amnesty related to my revolutionary
activity, proposing the ceasing of the class clash in terms such as ”the war is over” is one thing; to participate in a
struggle for amnesty for everybody along with all the other prisoners, is another. In the second case I am participating
in an ”intermediate struggle” and am asking, as far as possible, for more space to develop a different struggle that
might emerge and might not, but for me that is the real objective: the struggle for the generalisation of the clash, for
the armed insurrection against the State and all its servants. As one can see the situation overturns: in the first case,
in asking for an amnesty, I am declaring a priori the dismantling of any revolutionary perspective, in the second, I am
apparently asking for the same thing, but I am asking for it in the revolutionary perspective of the generalised clash.
I know that these struggles can be recuperated, but there is a difference: the first struggle, i.e. admitting that the whole
revolutionary perspective is over, is recuperated before it starts; the second struggle, even if the demand is ”intermediate”, always presents the possibility of a revolutionary outlet. And this is also possible in prison.
This difference remains a valid instrument of analysis because it reflects on the concept of recuperation. Many consider themselves exempt from the study of ever wider and ever less recuperable means of struggle, stating before it
starts that any means of struggle, and therefore any struggle, is recuperable. It comes from this, starting from this
assumption, that the only non-recuperable means is the extreme one, generally the frontal armed clash that deprives
the State of political feigning and pushes it to have recourse to extreme repression, thereby unveiling its true nature.
That is undoubtedly so, but it is simplificatory. I remember the warning of Malatesta who was suspicious of those who
do not come out into field other than to put the world upside down, and that are always reticent when it is a question
of doing something, of starting from any point of the wide repressive range. He preferred, if I am not mistaken, to
start by acting, even in a small and limited way, because by waiting for the great occasion to destroy everything, one
ends up doing nothing and therefore accepting everything.
The intermediate struggle, taken in the very general sense of struggle that does not give itself revolutionary objectives immediately, therefore presents itself in any sector of social life that it comes to develop itself, is a struggle for
claiming something. Keeping the distinction at this level, between claiming and destruction, between demands for
improvement and revolution, there is an abyss that no good will, no spirit of service, no Machiavellian intrusion of
politics into morals will ever be able to cross. It is not therefore from the modification of the objectives that the response must come, whatever it might be. Although the objectives that the struggle seeks and individuates to satisfy
people’s needs can vary, there remains the radical fundamental difference between what my real aims are, as revolutionary and anarchist, and what the most radical and extreme objective of the demand can be. But, doing in this
way, I withdraw from any contact with the material conditions of the class clash, I cut off the very possibility of a
conflictual cohabitation with society as a whole, rendering significant with outlets, and therefore with contradictions,
revolutionary activity itself. Not being a holder of the truth, or even conceding that someone really can have this near
at hand, I have nothing left to do but learn from the difficulties of life themselves, even from the tiny movements that
seemed insignificant, from passive resistance, from attitudes of non-approval, from the most banal refusals, sometimes
not even visible, from individual rebellion, but all the same full of collective significance, that are born and die in the
collectivity, and from all the acts that demonstrate vitality and creativity, but which left to themselves abort in habit
and indifference.
What can characterise me therefore is not the significance of the objective, the breadth of the analyses that show the
importance of reaching it, the relational tissue that puts in evidence why that objective, first circumscribed, plainly
shows connections that no one else saw. It is nothing of all that. What counts, what characterises my intervention as
a revolutionary, is the method.
The intermediate struggle has a sense if it is proposed on the basis of a revolutionary and anarchist method, if it differentiates itself on the basis of the means chosen, and therefore also the way in which to use these means, does not
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recuperate its own sense only in function with the objective chosen. This, although it remains essential - and how
could it be otherwise - for the people, is not so for me who is what I am.
This calling myself different, this identifying myself as carrier of different ideas - and therefore of a different methodology - is not aristocracy of action, and thought, but is the real identification of what I want, with all its limits and
possibilities. I want, in the intermediate struggle, therefore fully and satisfyingly revendicative, for a method to emerge,
for a positive result to be reached through my method, my method, not that heap of thrown together procedures that
are often employed in a hurry, with exclusively practical intentions, and results that are sometimes simply ridiculous.
And I also want this in prison. Prison, although with its special repressive conditions, is not another world, it is only
a ‘different’ place of society, and therefore of power that society conditions and supports, a physical and mental place
in which power expresses itself in simplifying some of its rules, in particular the repressive ones. A place of total institution that, for this very reason, makes some conditions more immediately readable. Inside it one doesn’t get cheated
easily in the midst of ‘freedoms’ of which the so-called free society is full to the brim. In prison everything is more
difficult, even going for a walk, and, precisely for this reason, everything is more simple
To dream, as some do, of levels of struggle in prison characteristic of a few decades ago, placing at the maximum of
these levels, for example, the red week of Asinara, or the clashes in Trani or Voghera, means not realising that ideal
levels of the clash do not exist, but only struggles that must, each in the ambit of their own characteristics, develop,
with our personal contribution, going the whole hog, i.e., exercising all their potential to develop themselves, if it is
the case, towards an always possible generalisation of the clash.
In the same way that there isn’t a heart of the State, one fundamental contradiction of capitalism, neither is there one
struggle to take precedence over the others, but a method that turns out to be better than the others, once it has been
experimented in the struggle, and this is certainly the method of permanent conflictuality, selfmanagement and attack,
a method that keeps far away all the forces that have no interest in the struggling developing to its extreme, natural
consequences.
The prison condition makes no exception. Even in prison intermediate struggles are possible, and the experiences of
discussion and analytical exploration presented here will try to demonstrate it.
Alfredo M. Bonanno
Trieste, 24 January 2000
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